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What?!What?!What?!What?!



Open Dictionary



Dictionary as 

gatekeeper

…if it’s not in “the 

dictionary”, is it a real 

word?

http://oxforddictionaries.com/page/n

ewwordinfographic/how-a-new-

word-enters-an-oxford-dictionary



Dictionary as repository of useless 
words

The new Chambers rides to the rescue of pundigrion

Robert McCrum, Observer 4 September 2011

Chambers includes an entertaining "word lovers' miscellany", 

with a thrilling list of more than 100 two-letter words for word 

games. …This new miscellany also includes lists of "words to 

cherish" ("arctophile", "roscid"); "words with pleasing sounds" 

("mumpsimus", "tosticated", "williwaw"); "super-slang words" 

("skank", "scrote", "cum-savvy", "meemies", "tweedler"); "extinct 

words" ("bejade", "giglet", "pundigrion")



Dictionary as pleasing artefact

I must confess I still get a psychic satisfaction from 

fumbling with a balky dust jacket wrapped around a real 

'live' book, while taking in that distinctive new-book 

fragrance, and experiencing the subtle, yet futile resistance 

of the book spine, on its very first opening.

Review of AHD 5th Edition

http://weblogs.baltimoresun.com/news/mcintyre/blog/2011/09/infatuated

_with_a_book.html



Old business model: revenue from 

books



Emerging business model(s)

� Can we charge the user?

� No 

� Exceptions: OED, FT, Nature, Macquarie …)

� moral: specialise!

� General language data (like general news): 

no one will pay: get used to it



If free to user, where does revenue 
come from?

� UGC and SEO

� UGC (and crowd-sourcing): “reverse ferret”, 

Wordnik’s user-generated lists, social media, 

blog comments …

� SEO: traffic, site authority 

� hence: ad revenue

� It’s complicated: lots of trial and error, 

tradeoffs, moving targets
� http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-15590285







Revenue sources (contd)

� Apps

� Licensing deals, e.g.

� plugins on other sites (e.g. DNA)

� pre-installed on mobile devices, e-readers

� Other sources not yet imagined 







But is it still a dictionary?

� ‘Enhanced dictionaries’: as before, but richer data, 

links to corpora, web examples, etc.

� Dictionaries embedded in other resources

� Customized to what the user needs to do, e.g.

� text remediation environments

� automatic translation services

� specialised or technical services (LSPs, EAP)

� even books! (but niche – cf. music on vinyl, analog

photography)



A more fragmented landscape

� From: 

� single object (printed book)

� single revenue stream

� To:
� more specialised products: different 

functions for different users/different 

uses

� multiple revenue sources: many a mickle

maks a muckle


